
Massages and Treatments

EN

Wellness & SPA



MASSAGES

€ 60

€ 75

Relaxing Massage 50'

Candle Massage 50'

Classic basic massage with relaxing effect.

Relaxing and moisturizing massage with vegetable oils and
butters that melt from a candle and slowly glide over the
body.

It acts on muscle contractures and releases
accumulated tension to reduce muscle pain
and stiffness.

Stimulates lymph circulation, eliminating
swelling, water retention and toxins
accumulated in the body.

€ 45

€ 45

€ 75

€ 75

25'

25'

50'

50'

Decontracting | Sports Massage

Draining Massage

€ 80Dorsalis Resonanz Massage 50'

Specific decontracting for the back. With the combined
action of different techniques, it helps to release tension in
the back muscles and improves the dynamism of the spine.

€ 75Tibet Massage 50'

The body is treatedwith warm bags of Himalayan salt and oil.
the warmth and purifying power of salt combined for this
wellness treatment of ancient oriental tradition.

€ 70Thai Foot Massage 50'

Unblocks energy stagnations, stimulates blood and
lymphatic circulation, favoring the reduction of water
retention.

€ 70Bamboo Massage 50'

A technique that uses bamboo canes to stimulate the
superficial and deep tissues of the body. It helps to release
tension, ease contractures and promotes lymphatic drainage.



€ 80Polinesian Massage 50'

A unique, cradling and enveloping sensory massage that
combines body care with that of the spirit, loosens physical
and psychic knots, harmonizing body and soul. A real gift for
body and mind.

Customized in the maneuvers and use of
specific products based on the precise needs
that your body requires.

€ 49
€ 85
€ 125

25'
50'
80'

Customized Massage

€ 80Hot Stone Massage 50'

Massage performed with hot lava stones, deeply calms the
body and mind, frees from anxiety and stress, restores
energy to the body, relieves pain in muscles and joints, gives
a deep sense of relaxation and well-being.

We use certified high quality Farmogal
products. This specific cosmetic line aims for
maximum efficacy and safety.

You can find all Farmogal products on sale at
the SPA so you can continue to use the same
line of cosmetics even at home.

WHAT
PRODUCTS DO
WE USE TO TAKE
CARE OF YOU?

MASSAGES



€ 79

CentoperCento
Draining anti-aging treatment which, thanks to the
integration of antioxidants such as bromelain and
caffeine, has an anti-inflammatory and anti-oedema
action. Thanks to the pineapple peeling massage, it
immediately offers results in the reduction of swelling
and edema caused by water retention, giving the skin
a renewed and smoother appearance.

€ 150

Treatment of Queens
The treatment of the queens is the oldest and most
famous body ritual in the history of cosmetics, the first
anti-aging ritual. An hour and a half of full body
treatment with exfoliating massage in two phases, a
real 100% pure hyaluronic acid bath. The result? A soft,
silky, recompacted skin and a fantastic feeling of
well-being!

€ 65

Biest
Draining, slimming, lipolytic, Biest is a particular
cosmetic made up of elastic bandages rich in
hyaluronic acid.

It develops in two variants:
Biest Cold promotes metabolism and activates a
dynamic anti-edema and draining vessel stimulation.
Biest Sculpture is a hot lipolytic bandage
and slimming.

€ 115

€ 80

Hay Bath
Rich in beneficial properties, it relieves tiredness,
rheumatic and muscular pains, ideal for easing
tension and finding deep relaxation.
To enhance the effect of the treatment, it is
recommended to combine it with a 25' massage.

€ 69

SPA Pedicure Allantoin Feet
Treatment with multiple properties: keratolytic,
emollient, moisturizing, absorbent, antibacterial,
draining and refreshing action.
A real well-being for your feet!

BODY TREATMENTS



€ 55

Antox
Detoxifying and anti-aging face treatment with fruit
active ingredients; different combinations of vitamins
and antioxidants for immediate results.
Preventing and counteracting oxidation is a good rule
to keep skin radiant and full of energy, avoiding
unsightly gray and dull skin.

€ 85

Principi
Dermo-normalizing treatment, it gives smoothness,
luminosity and intense hydration, thanks to the deep
cleansing and detoxification of the skin. Strengthens,
hydrates, nourishes and recompacts the epidermis
thanks to the active ingredients of the lines that
compose it.
It favors a correct natural regeneration process of the
skin and gives a sensation of magnificent well-being.

€ 85

C&P
Specific soothing treatment for sensitive or reddened
skin with normalizing, anti-inflammatory,
decongestant, nourishing and protective action.
A powerful skin tonic and anti-fragility.

€ 13TANNING BOOTH

THE SPA AREA

Sauna, steamroom, whirlpool with waterfall, sensory showers,
relaxing zone, tea corner

FACIAL TREATMENTS

WELLNESS & SPA AREA



Phone andWhatsApp: +39 0437 72 37 37
e-mail: info@hotellamaison.com

FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION

Loc. Masarè 58 32022 Alleghe – Dolomiti (BL) Italia
www.hotellamaison.com


